While students’ coursework already prepares them to take the ACT® test, added practice can help them feel ready on test day. Just one point on a student’s ACT Composite Score can affect college admission and scholarship awards. Help your students feel confident and comfortable with the ACT by offering test prep options in school.
Online learning at their own pace and timing

Your students may learn best working at their own pace online. Applying the same research and expertise used in creating the ACT, ACT® Online Prep is an engaging, interactive test prep program that offers:

- Flexible, personalized learning paths customized to students’ needs and test timeframes, so they can review material at the right pace
- Two full-length tests and thousands of practice questions to familiarize students with the ACT format and build their confidence, plus a game center to exercise their knowledge
- Online or mobile app access anytime or anywhere
- The ability to assign coursework in the program for students to complete as part of a test prep class
- Administrator dashboards to track students’ progress at an individual and aggregate level, including usage, performance, and areas in which an entire class may need help

ACT SAMPLE TEST PACKS

Paper testing practice—just like test day

ACT offers paper Sample Test Packs to states, districts, and schools, so students can practice and feel more comfortable with the content and format of the ACT test and ready to go on their test day.

Sample test packets are available in packages of 25 and can be ordered as:

- The ACT multiple choice test only
- Writing prompt only
- Combined multiple choice and writing prompt